
GLOSSARY OF PAPERMAKING TERMS

Glossary of Papermaking Terms. ABRASION RESISTANCE. Ability of paper product to withstand abrasion. Measured
by determining degree and rate that a.

Papers made from Esparto have a good writing and printing surface, are opaque and of good bulking
properties. Sometimes referred to as a boiler. Close Formation Uniform density in a sheet of paper. Bond
Paper Strong, durable writing paper, consisting of wood, cotton, or both, most commonly used for letterheads,
stationery, business forms, etcâ€¦ Bonding Strength The strength of the paper fibers to resistance of picking or
tearing during offset printing. There are two kinds â€” wet broke, which is accumulated at the wet end of the
papermaking machine; dry broke which is accumulated at any stage on the dry end of the machine: trimmings
from the reeling, slitting and cutting operations, as well as paper or board rejected during sorting. Hollander
Another name for Beater, introduced mid seventeenth century and superseded the method of preparing pulp by
hammering or stamping the rags. C Stack of chilled-iron rollers at the end of the paper machine to smooth
paper. Converter Company that converts paper from its original form to usable products such as envelopes,
label stock, announcements etc. Collate In binding, gathering sections signatures in sequence for binding.
Booklet A printed piece bound together, containing a few pages. Also referred to as Cross direction or Cross
grain. Block Illustrations or line art etched onto zinc or copper plates and used in letterpress printing. Blade
Coating A widely used coating method in which excess coating color is scraped off by a blade Blade Mark
Caused by a foreign piece of material caught under the coating blade, resulting in a scratch or streak that
causes the paper surface to appear less opaque under a low angle light. In a printing project, usually a bleed
will cost more to produce than a piece that does not bleed. Bleaching Chemical treatment to brighten, whiten,
purify, refine, and balance pulp fiber. Soap sizing Achieving resistance to water penetration by adding the
sodium salt of rosin at the wet end Species The form or forms that a chemical may take when equilibrating
with an aqueous solution, e. Color Separation The method used in breaking down the primary colors needed to
prepare plates for printing color work. Cold Color A color on the bluish side. Also used to bond rosin size to
fibres to make paper water resistant. It is used in deluxe productions such as bibles, dictionaries and
high-quality publicity productions. Block Resistance The resistance of coated papers to blocking. Virgin fibers
are generally ECF, meaning no elemental chlorine or TCF meaning the bleaching is done with hydrogen
peroxide, oxygen or ozone. Base Color A first color used as a background on which other colors are printed. It
can be stationary or revolving, horizontal or upright, cylindrical or spherical. Barium Sulfate Substance used
as a standard for white, in lieu of the availability of a practical percent reflecting diffuser. Finishing Process of
imparting the final surface to a sheet of paper. China clay Fine clay or kaolin used as a pigment filler in the
paper to aid smoothness, increase opacity, and reduce cost. N Injury to hand sustained when feeding paper on
to calendars. Chalking Improper drying of ink. Bleed 1 In printing, printed image that runs off the edges of a
page. Beating Process of reducing raw materials to a fibrous state in the production of pulp. Brightness A
technical measurement of the light reflected back from a paper. Bleach Chemical used to whiten paper pulp,
often a chlorine solution. Blade Coated Paper Paper coated by a process in which the freshly applied coating
film is smoothed and the excess removed by a thin, flexible metal blade.


